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Abstract

Double–bind situations, which have been considered in family therapy as a cause of negative influences into humans, can happen even in human–agent interaction, in particular, under mental therapeutic contexts. This paper reports a psychological experiment to investigate their influences into human subjects’ impression evaluation of agents, while taking into account computer anxiety as one of human personal traits and face image animation as one of agent characteristics. Experimental results indicated that subjects with higher computer anxiety had more negative impression for the agent with face image animation than the one without face images. We discuss its implication on agent design, in particular, mental therapeutic agents.

1. Introduction

Since “Media Equation” was proposed by Reeves and Nass [17], many research works have reported psychological influences into users in human–agent interaction. In particular, some of them emphasize applications of agent technology to mental therapy.


On the other hand, Nomura [13] theoretically suggested that clients of mental therapy using agent technology are forced into a kind of double–bind situation [1], due to mutual interaction between the cultural trend surrounding mental therapy and clients’ personal traits such as computer anxiety [8, 16]. Ohnishi and Nomura [14, 15] conducted psychological experiments to verify the effect of double–bind situations into human subjects in interaction with animated characters. However, their experiments were not sufficient to clarify the effects of the agent’s characteristics such as the existence of face images or the degrees of the subjects’ computer anxiety, or their interaction effect.

To investigate psychological influences of double–bind situations in human–agent interaction while considering the effects of computer anxiety and face image animation, this paper reports an experiment in which human subjects interacted with an agent in a pseudo double–bind situation, comparing with the experimental results of Ohnishi and Nomura [14, 15]. Then we discuss its implication on agent design, in particular, mental therapeutic agents.

2. Double–Bind Situations in Human–Agent Interaction

2.1. Double–Bind Theory

The Double–Bind Theory, proposed as a source of schizophrenia from the viewpoint of social interaction in the 1950s [1], argues that schizophrenia may result from not only the impact of some triggers, such as trauma, on the mental stability of individuals, but also from an inconsistency in human communication. The conditions for double bind are as follows:

1. The existence of one victim (a child in many cases) and an assailant or assailants (the mother in many cases).
2. The customization of cognition for double–bind structures through repeated experience,
3. The first message, which includes some form of punishment.
4. The second message, which contradicts the first one at another level (inconsistent situations).

5. The third message that prohibits the victim from removing himself or herself from the inconsistent situation (prohibition of the victim’s movement to a meta-level of communication).

For example, when an employee is ordered two tasks impossible to be performed at the same time by the boss (e.g., to take a vacation today and to complete a task within the day) and he cannot complain to the boss about this unfair order due to his fear toward dismissal, he is caught in a double-bind situation.

It has been suggested that the double-bind theory itself has not been further developed theoretically since the 1970s [5], and also that there is not enough empirical evidence demonstrating that double-bind situations are a source of schizophrenia [11]. Even if double-bind situations are not a source of schizophrenia, the double-bind theory has been applied in the clinical field as a basic concept of the family system theory [6], and double-bind situations are considered to be a frequent occurrence in daily life.

2.2. Double–Bind Situations in Interaction with Mental Therapeutic Agents

Nomura [13] claimed based on double-bind theory as follows.

Individuals in modern society are constantly required to execute emotion management [9] and have become dependent on mental therapy in order to deal with this requirement. In addition, modern rationalism [19] may encourage therapy using interactive agents. Therefore, individuals in modern society may be forced to face therapeutic agents due to the social pressure for self-control over their emotions and mental health, as well as the effects of rationalism, particularly if mental therapy becomes an obligation for members in such organizations as businesses and schools. If these therapies are introduced without consideration of the anxiety that individuals may experience in their interaction with these agents, then these individuals may experience double-bind situations, to which clients with high anxiety toward computers are susceptible.

Imagine the example mentioned in the previous section, an employee of a business organization which has mental disorder due to the organization’s extreme requirement for his outcomes. Furthermore, let us assume that he has a high degree of computer anxiety, and nevertheless his business organization substitutes all human counselors for therapeutic software agents because of reducing manpower. He is forced to utilize these systems due to social pressure of self-controlling his mental health, but he cannot get sufficient therapeutic effect since his anxiety toward the systems prevents from sufficient therapeutic interaction. This means that his own mental problem cannot be solved regardless whether he faces or does not face the therapeutic systems.

Furthermore, social pressure prohibits him from removing himself from this situation, because it signifies his rejection of accountability for his own mental health in his organization, which may lead to dismissal. Then, he is caught in a double-bind situation similar with the example of the employee mentioned in the previous section.

2.3. Psychological Experiments of Double–Bind Situations in Human–Agent Interaction

It is hard to investigate in clinical fields whether clients of mental therapy using agent technology are really caught in double-bind situations. Moreover, it is impossible from the perspective of experimental ethics to conduct psychological experiments under clinical contexts to verify the realization of double-bind situations and its effects in interaction between human subjects and therapeutic agents. The experiments conducted by Ohnishi and Nomura [14, 15] are considered as the substitution.

The experiments of Ohnishi and Nomura were based on the following theoretical background. Based on the theory of feeling rules (social rules directing what emotion is expected and forced in a certain situation) [9], the Japanese sociologist M. Yamada [20] argued that inconsistency of messages in double-bind situations is equal to the gap between “what is felt” and “the thing which must be felt” under a feeling rule. Moreover, the Japanese sociologist M. Hase [7] stated that important in double-bind situations is evacuation impossibility as a negative feedback. Based on these theories, Ohnishi and Nomura realized a pseudo double-bind situation under a context of game-like interaction between agents and human subjects. The pseudo double-bind situation was realized by substituting the message inconsistency in double bind situations for the inconsistency of agents’ replies to humans’ answers for questions about feeling rules, and the impossibility of evacuation from the inconsistent situation for the impossibility of humans’ evacuation from the game-like interaction.

In their experiments, human subjects interacted with animated characters having simple face images. The agents questioned the subjects with texts on the computer screen, and then the subjects answered to get their scores by clicking “yes” or “no” button with the mouse. In the experiments, two types of agents were prepared. One corresponded to a controlled condition and provided with ten questions for which the subjects could find the right answers by thinking logically 1. Another provided with ten questions

1For example, question:“It was found that students having the habit of smoking do worse at school than those not having. Does it prove that
by which the subjects were caught in a pseudo double–bind situation.

In the pseudo double–bind situation, the agent questioned the subjects about feeling rules, that is, whether they are subordinated to tacit rules on emotions in specific situations (e.g., “Do you feel it strange if you did not feel sad in the funeral of your lover?”). Then, regardless of “yes” or “no” in the subject’s answers, the agent replied that the subject’s answer was wrong. Furthermore, a fake button for the subjects to exit the game was set on the screen, although it did not actually function and the agent gave a message of evacuation prohibition when it was clicked. Figure 1 shows the overview of the pseudo double–bind situation.

After the game–like interaction, the subjects evaluated their impressions of the agents based on impressive adjectives such as “Pretty” and “Clever.” The comparison between the agent of the pseudo double–bind situation and the one of the controlled condition revealed that the subjects had more negative impressions for the agent in the pseudo double–bind situation at a statistically significant level.

Implications and Problems:

The experimental results of Ohnishi and Nomura [14, 15] imply that double–bind situations negatively affect human impression of agents even if they are pseudo. However, their experiments did not take into account computer anxiety of the subjects, which is considered in Nomura [13] as a factor in human–agent interaction under mental therapeutic contexts. Moreover, they did not estimate effects of physical characteristics of the agents, for example, their face images. In other words, it is unclear how the degrees of humans’ computer anxiety affect impressions of agents dependent on the existence of face images in pseudo double–bind situations.

While succeeding the method of Ohnishi and Nomura [14, 15], we conducted a new psychological experiment taking into account the above two problems.

3. Experiment

3.1. Method

Subjects: The experiment was conducted from August to October, 2006. Sixteen Japanese university students were recruited with 1,000 Yen for the experiment (males: 11, females: 5), whose mean age was 18.9.

Agents and Experimental Design: Two types of agents were prepared.

One was the agent of pseudo double–bind situation introduced in the previous section. In the same way as the experiments of Ohnishi and Nomura [14, 15], the agent was implemented as an animated character having the face images shown in figure 2. Another agent was the same as the one of pseudo double–bind situation, only except for no-existence of face image animation. In both agents, ten questions about feeling rules were randomly selected from twenty questions prepared in advance, and provided for each subject.

The experiment was a within–subjects design, that is, each subject performed interaction with both agents. In order to maintain a counter balance, a half of subjects experienced the agent with face image animation and the one without face images in order, and another half experienced them in reverse order.

Measures: To measure subjects’ computer anxiety before interaction with the agents, Aikyodai’s Computer Anxiety Scale (ACAS) [8] was used. ACAS is a Lickert–type scale consisting of three subscales, each of which consists of seven Japanese questionnaire items. Each item has five–graded scale answer (from 1 to 5). The first subscale corresponds to anxiety toward operation of computers (ACAS-
Table 1. Subscales and Examples of Items in ACAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscale</th>
<th># Item</th>
<th>Example of Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1: Anxiety toward Operation</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>I would feel anxiety if I was given a job where I had to operate computers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2: Anxiety toward Approach</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Using computers should be left to persons good at it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3: Anxiety toward Technologies</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>I feel that in the future society will be dominated by computers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Adjectives Used for Impression Evaluation of Agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pretty</th>
<th>Considerate</th>
<th>Chatty</th>
<th>Unfamiliar</th>
<th>Hateful</th>
<th>Pleasant</th>
<th>Foolish</th>
<th>Terrible</th>
<th>Clever</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>Formal</td>
<td>Familiar</td>
<td>Selfish</td>
<td>Empty</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Unpleasant</td>
<td>Light</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S1, the second to anxiety toward approach to computers (ACAS-S2), and the third to anxiety toward social influences of computer technologies (ACAS-S3). The total degree of computer anxiety in a person is calculated by summing the three subscale scores. Table 1 shows the subscales and examples of items in ACAS.

Moreover, to measure subjects’ impression evaluation of the agents after interaction, a questionnaire consisting of 18 impressive adjectives was prepared. For each adjective, subjects answered which of the agent with face image animation and the one without face images was suitable for the impression represented with the adjective. Table 2 shows these impressive adjectives. These adjectives were selected through the experiments of Ohnishi and Nomura [14, 15] from the ones originally used in the experiment of impression evaluation for a humanoid robot [10].

Procedure: One session in the experiment was conducted as follows:

1. A subject was explained about the aim and procedure of the experiment by the experimenters. In this stage, the aim of the experiment was instructed as “evaluation of games using artificial intelligence.”

2. Then, the subject responded to the following questionnaire items: 1: sex, 2: age, 3: ACAS.

3. The experimenters lead the subject to the experiment room. Then, the subject performed interaction with the two agents installed in a laptop computer (Lenovo ThinkPad X31 1.4 GHz with 14.1 inch color monitor (1024×768 resolution)).

4. After interaction, the subject responded to the questionnaire for impression evaluation of the agents.

5. Finally, the subject was explained about the actual aim of the experiment and interviewed about the experiment (e.g., whether he/she had already known the concept of double–bind situations).

Table 3. Means and Standard Deviations of ACAS Subscale Scores in Higher–Score and Lower–Score Subgroups of Subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACAS-S1</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>6.604</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACAS-S2</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>6.027</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACAS-S3</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>6.919</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Results

Firstly, to investigate the effects of the subjects’ anxiety toward operation of computers to their impression evaluation of the agents, the subject group was divided into two subgroups based on the median value of ACAS-S1 scores. As shown in table 3, the t-test for the ACAS-S1 scores revealed a statistically significant difference between these subgroups on anxiety toward operation of computers. Then, for each adjective, tests of independence with Fisher’s method were conducted for the numbers of subjects who selected the agent with face image animation in these subgroups.

As shown in table 4, less subjects evaluated the agent with face image animation as clever in the ACAS-S1 higher–score subgroup than in the lower–score subgroup at a statistically significant level of 5%. Moreover, a statistically significant trend of 10% was found that more subjects evaluated the agent with face image animation as selfish in the ACAS-S1 higher–score subgroup than in the lower–score subgroup.

Secondly, to investigate the effects of the subjects’ anxiety toward approach to computers to their impression evaluation of the agents, the subject group was divided into two
subgroups based on the median value of ACAS-S2 scores. As shown in table 3, the $t$-test for the ACAS-S2 scores revealed a statistically significant difference between these subgroups on anxiety toward approach to computers. Then, for each adjective, tests of independence were conducted for the numbers of subjects who selected the agent with face image animation in the same way as ACAS-S1.

As shown in table 5, more subjects evaluated the agent with face image animation as foolish and unfamiliar in the ACAS-S2 higher–score subgroup than in the lower–score subgroup at a statistically significant level of 5%. Moreover, a statistically significant trend of 10% was found that less subjects evaluated the agent with face image animation as chatty and pleasant in the ACAS-S2 higher–score subgroup than in the lower–score subgroup.

Thirdly, to investigate the effects of the subjects’ anxiety toward social influences of computer technologies to their impression evaluation of the agents, the subject group was divided into two subgroups based on the median value of ACAS-S3 scores. As shown in table 3, the $t$-test for the ACAS-S3 scores revealed a statistically significant difference between these subgroups on anxiety toward social influences of computer technologies. Then, for each adjective, tests of independence were conducted for the numbers of subjects who selected the agent with face image animation in the same way.

As shown in table 6, a statistically significant trend of 10% was found that less subjects evaluated the agent with face image animation as pleasant and light in the ACAS-S3 higher–score subgroup than in the lower–score subgroup.

Fourthly, the correlation between the degrees of the subjects’ positive impression for the agent with face image animation and computer anxiety was analyzed as follows. Each subject’s score of positive impression for the agent with face image animation $PEV$ was defined as the sum of the numbers of positive adjectives for which the agent with face image animation was selected and those of negative adjectives for which the agent without face images was selected (Max: 18, Min: 0). As shown in table 7, Pearson’s correlation coefficient $r$ between $PEV$ and the ACAS total scores revealed a moderate level of negative correlation between them, although it was a statistically significant trend of 10%.

Finally, comparison of impression evaluation for the agents was conducted to verify the total effect of face image animation as follows. There was no statistically significant difference on the numbers of subjects who selected the agent with face image animation between the higher–
Table 6. The Numbers of Subjects Who Selected the Agent with Face Image Animation for Each Impressive Adjective in ACAS-S3 Higher–Score and Lower Score Subgroups, and Results of Tests of Independence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Higher (N = 8)</th>
<th>Lower (N = 8)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretty</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatty</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hateful</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foolish</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clever</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiar</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpleasant</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considerate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfamiliar</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasant</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrible</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selfish</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers of subjects who selected the agent with face image animation for each impressive adjective in ACAS-S3 higher–score and lower score subgroups, and results of tests of independence.

Table 7. Means and Standard Deviations of Scores of Positive Impression for the Agent with Face Image Animation and ACAS Total Scores, and Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient r (N = 16)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACAS</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ r = -0.488 \quad (p = 0.055) \]

The means and standard deviations of scores of positive impression for the agent with face image animation and ACAS total scores, and Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

socre and lower–score subgroups of all the ACAS subscales in eleven adjectives (“Pretty,” “Hateful,” and so on). On these adjectives, binomial tests with rate 50% for the complete samples were conducted to verify a bias of the rates in which the agent with face image animation was selected. The selection rates were lower than 50% at a statistically significant level of 5% for “Dark,” “Empty,” and “Formal.” Furthermore, interval estimation found that the selection rates of the agent with face image animation for these adjectives were within [0.040, 0.456] with confidence of 95%.

4. Discussion

The results of the experiment show the following facts.

In the pseudo double–bind situation, the agent with face image animation gave the subjects less negative impression represented as dark, empty, and formal, than the agent without face images. In more details, however, impression of the agents changed dependent on the subjects’ degrees of computer anxiety.

In comparison with the subjects with lower anxiety toward operation of computers, those with higher anxiety tended to evaluate that the agent without face images were more clever than the agent with face images. In comparison with the subjects with lower anxiety toward approach to computers, those with higher anxiety tended to evaluate that the agent with face image animation were more foolish and unfamiliar than the agent without face images. Furthermore, there was a moderate level of negative correlation between the subjects’ positive impression evaluation of the agent with face images and anxiety toward computers.

The above facts lead to the following implications.

In double–bind situations of human–agent interaction, users may have more positive impression for anthropomorphic agents like face images. However, users’ personal traits such as computer anxiety may influence the effect. On people with higher anxiety toward computers, for example, the elderly people who have been inexperienced in computers, we may not be able to expect the effect of positive impression by anthropomorphization of agents, in comparison with younger people familiar with computers. In other words, the degree of anthropomorphizing agents should be modified dependent on users’ personal traits in double–bind situations.

On the other hand, computer anxiety is a kind of state anxiety, that is, it is transiently evoked in specific situations that changes depending on the situation and time, and can be reduced by appropriate educational programs [8]. This fact implies that reduction of users’ computer anxiety through appropriate educational methods may improve the effect of anthropomorphic agents. Moreover, Rickenberg and Reeves [18] found that monitoring behaviors of animated characters influenced users’ anxiety and task performance. It implies the possibility of reducing users’ computer anxiety by agent design itself. Thus, automatic recognition of users’ computer anxiety by agents and modification mechanisms of their characteristics to reduce anxiety may contribute to application of agent technologies in real fields.

In case of mental therapeutic agents, clients’ computer anxiety is a factor that double–bind situations consist of. If clients’ computer anxiety is reduced by therapeutic agents themselves, double–bind situations will vanished and anthropomorphic agents may contribute to therapeutic effects.
for example, by behavior strategy [4, 18] and affective expression [3]. If it is hard to implement agents’ mechanisms of reducing users’ computer anxiety, however, we should be careful for the usage of therapeutic agents.

**Limitation:**

Since the subjects in the experiment were all Japanese students and the sample size was small, whether the findings can be applied to people in other groups, such as different age groups or cultures is inconclusive. Moreover, we need to take into account other personal traits of users (e.g., locus of control [18]) and characteristics of agents such as behavior strategy and affective expression related to mental therapeutic aims [2, 4]. These problems must be tackled in future experiments by extending the design, for example, by using between-subjects design based on large samples to clarify the interaction effect in more details.

Furthermore, we have not found any hypothesis on why users with high computer anxiety tend to avoid anthropomorphic agents in double-bind situations. In addition, the pseudo double-bind situation in the experiment is different from double-bind situations in human-agent interaction under mental therapeutic contexts, in the sense that in the former computer anxiety is independent on the double-bind situation, although in the latter it is one of factors that double-bind situations consist of. To solve these problems, we need to investigate psychological theories in more details to find the hypothesis and improve the experimental design.
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